SUBJECT: Award of rewards - GSE to the Police Personnel of Binanipuram PS

Orders Issued - Reg

Ref: rewar Roll No.2905/RR/SDPO/16 from Dy.SP Aluva,EKM Rural.

Awarding Good Service Entry to the following Police Personnel of Binanipuram PS for their outstanding performance in connection with the detection of 168 bottles of illicit Liquor and arresting 2 accused in Cr.776,777,778/16 ,U/s 55(a) of Abkari Act of Binanipuram PS.

1. STEPTO JOHN T.L      SI
2. B.R HARICHANDRAN     SI
3. JOY SEBASTIAN        GASI 7212
4. ABDUL JAMAL          GASI 7280
5. P.K AYYAPPAN         GASI 7151
6. RAMESH BABU          GASI 7914
7. SANTHOSH K.R        SCPO 9327
8. ANILKUMAR M.G      SCPO 10061
9. DEEPA .S. NAIR    WCPO 9676

To            : Individuals
Copy To       : Section A6(b) for making necessary entries in the SB,D.O Book.

George A V IPS,
District Police Chief

18-11-2016